
 

See full write-up at https://www.onlinecriminaljusticecollege.edu/blog/autosoft-taller-4-crack Seasoned car thieves are all too familiar with the risks of buying special parts to steal cars, often getting busted when caught carrying the goods in their pockets, or when stealing cars with missing parts that are easily found by police when they search the vehicle. That’s why savvy robbers have turned to
online, untraceable sources for stolen car components - including catalytic converters, engines, and rims - in order to keep themselves safe while also robbing more vehicles than ever before. A new report released recently by the National Insurance Crime Bureau (NICB) reveals that in 2013 thieves responsible for stealing more than $500 million in the sale of stolen auto parts used underground
websites to buy or sell their loot. According to this year’s Top 10 "Hot Spots" ranking - issued by the NICB and supported by public law enforcement data from 12 states reporting vehicle thefts - these stolen auto components were bought and sold all over the country. While most converters were sold in Florida, Texas, and California, rims were frequently bought and sold in Michigan, while engines
were popular among sellers in Georgia. “It is becoming increasingly clear that thieves are using underground websites to sell stolen vehicle parts to unsuspecting buyers,” said NICB President and CEO Joe Wehrle. “Stealing auto parts is big business for criminals, and thieves know exactly what they want when looking for specific parts on these websites. ” The popularity of these online sites continues
to increase. The NICB’s report noted that thieves who used these websites to sell stolen parts accounted for nearly two-thirds (63 percent) of all thefts of these items, with online sellers accounting for almost 10 percent of vehicle thefts in 2013. NICB says that the sheer number of thefts of auto parts reported by police forces across the country has likely contributed to a steady growth in the availability
and use of online sources over the last decade. In fact, since 2008 the NICB has noticed a marked increase in the number of thefts involving stolen cars and their parts. The most recent report shows that car thieves are now so well organized that they even attempt to sell these stolen parts on classified ads or through eBay, Craigslist, and other online auction sites. Rather than advertising for particular
items, these thieves are now often listing themselves as “buyers” or “sellers” of auto parts that they actually own. These types of advertisements are common on certain automotive forums where auto thieves post classified ads offering to sell their stolen parts for next-to-nothing. Local police forces need help dealing with this growing problem.
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